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After 1990, Central and Eastern Europe became democratic states, and the 

totalitarian comunism disappeared. History and historiography regained their freedom. 

Researches of hitherto ignored or tabooed topics developed, helped by generous 

founding from the European institutions.  

One of the most visible (and mediatized and well-paid) has been the field of 

Rroma studies – Rroma anthropology and recent history.  

A central image of this new situation has become a poster  : 

 



It appeared for the first time in Ian F. Hancock, Pariah Syndrome : An Account of 

Gypsy Slavery and Persecution, Karoma Publishers, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1987 

in the fifth chapter, V.  The Post-Emancipation Situation.  

This is the caption of the illustration :  

Poster advertising a slave auction in Wallachia in 1852*. It reads "For sale: a 

prime lot of Gypsy slaves, for sale by auction at the Monastery of St. Elias, May 8th, 

1852. Consisting of eighteen men, ten boys, seven women and three girls, in fine 

condition." 

A footnote explains :  

*A photostat of this poster was kindly sent to me by Mr. Nicolae Oprescu of 

Bucharest.  The poster appears to have provided the model for a similar illustration in 

Colocci (1889:89). 

”Colocci (1889:89)” is a reference to Adriano Colocci, Gli Zingari. Storia d'un 

popolo errante, Ermanno Loescher, Torino, 1889.  

It contains the illustration of a Gypsy seated, wearing opinci, with feet chained. 

We were not able to ascertain the date of this image ; it is, however, more elaborated, 

and may have served as the model of our poster. If dated, its date would serve as its 

terminus post quem.  

 

Internal evidence 

In the analysis of texts, ”internal evidence” are the meta-data we can gather 

about the text from its content : when it was written, by whom etc.  

 

1. A vinde 

2. un Prim Sălaș de robi sau  

3. Sclavi 

4. Țiganești 

5. Print o licitație la Amiaḑă a  

6. Mănăstire d. st. ELIAS 

7. l2 8 mai M. D. CCC. L. II 

8. cine se compună din 18 Omeni,  

9. 10 Bajați, 7 femei & 3 ffete 



10. _ : in condiție fină : _ 

11. Grifo 

 

We will analyze the text line by line.  

1. ”A vinde” – to sell – has been by some suggested as being to be false, 

translated by an English speaker, a calque on English.  We will give it the benefit of the 

doubt.  

2. un prim sălaș de robi   – ”prim”  – a first one – makes no sense in Romanian, (a 

first family of Gypsies)  but as another calque on English : the prime means ”finest, 

choicest, first, best” .  

3. SCLAVI – a new word, never or seldom used about Gypsies, even by the 

young generation, the revolutionaries of 1848, whose culture, mindset and language 

were French–influenced.  

4. ”sclavi țigănești” is bad Romanian. ”robi țigani” is the correct structure, with 

țigani, name, as apposition to robi.  

In Romanian, the nations are indicated in three manners :  

 

a)  the adjective –esc for concrete objects : parfum franțuzesc, șuncă țigănească, 

salată rusească – French perfume, Gypsy ham (i.e. smoked), Russian salad.  

b) the short adjective for abstract names : limba rusă, filozofia germană, limba 

țigănească, pragmatismul englez – Russian language, German philosophy, but Gypsy 

language.   

c) Name in apposition for persons : un ceh ; un bătrîn ceh / un rus ; un cneaz rus / 

o franțuzoaică ; o contesă franțuzoaică /  A Czech, an old Czech  / a Russian ; a Russian 

prince / a French ; a French countess.  

so, one would have expected un rob țigan, at worst, un sclav țigan.  

Sclav țigănesc would mean ”a slave of the Gypsies”.  

5.  Print is a mistake for printr-o which is unidiomatic.  

6. Elias does not exist in Romanian. There is one Elias in Bucharest, the Elias 

Hospital, built by the rich Jewish Sephardi banker Elias, who had a Sephardi name. The 

Romanian form would be Ilie. There is not, and there was not, a monastery St. Elias in 

Bucharest or elsewhere. There was a monastery Sf. Ilie in Iași.  

The ligature st. was not used in Romanian at the time, neither ff of  ffete.   



The alphabet in use  in 1852 was a hybrid, transitioning between Cyrillic and 

Latin :  

 

Because it was a transition alphabet, it can be easily dated.  

7. l2   is strange – there is a letter and a number.  

8. cine se compună din 18 Omeni  

– is bad, bad Romanian. No Romanian would make such a mistake, ever.  

9.    10 Bajați, 7 femei & 3 ffete 

10. in condiție fină  

the expression may be understood in Romanian, but is unidiomatic. ”in fine 

condition” is idiomatic in English.  

 

The alphabet of the poster  

 

The alphabet is no common alphabet. It is an Antiqua designed by Francisco 

Lucas vezino de Sevilla (burgher of the city of Sevilla) in his book,  Arte de Escrevir, 1577 

Madrid. The book is called Arte de Escrevir on the cover and Arte de Escrivir inside. The 

author signs on the font page.  



 

 

 

 

”Letra del Grifo” is the name he gives to his kind of Antiqua. We do not know 

why the falsifier copied the word ”Grifo” in his poster. We underlined in grey the most 

typical letters of the year, and the characteristically long serif of the L letter.  

Grifo makes sense in the alphabet of Francisco Lucas (it is the name of the font) ; 

it makes less sense in this anonymous forgery.  

 



 

  





 

 

 

 

Another copy of the false poster. We have retrieved it online. We have covered in 

grey a recent intervention indicating the date and the place of some social event. We 

offer it below because the resolution of the image is better.  



 



 

Conclusions :  

 

The history of the Rroma and the history of the Rroma slavery should dispense 

with this pious forgery. (Incidentally, one of the many sites of font creators who were 

inspired by Francisco Lucas is called pia-frauss.de, a pun on pia fraus, ”pious fraud” for 

the Latin-impaired). 

It is a naive forgery. ( One should note here that naive forgery is almost a 

pleonasm : if it is clever, the forgery will not be discovered).  

The first place where this forgery appeared is Ian Hancock's book. The Romanian 

language of the text is faulty, and the mistakes hint to an English speaker. The other 

mistake of the forger was to use a font that was too old – 275 years too old, to be precise.  

But it turns out that it is as easy to carbon-date fonts as anything else. c, c, 

as Francisco Lucas would have written.  

 

Google Books has two copies of the book : one is Francisco Lucas, Arte de 

Escrevir ; another one is François Lucas (sic) Arte de escrevir – and it is missing two 

leaves, 83-84 and 85-86, the ones containing our Antiqua and our letra del Grifo We 

have been unable to find what library it comes from, and why somebody has torn 

exactly the pages with the two fonts.  

 

 


